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Overview  

 

This image feels like what a lot of companies are going through and we have to dodge…them.  
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As Rishi gave his statement, many are concerned about debt. As long as interest rates are low I am 
not. Of course there is another problem with State debt – ‘crowding out’ as they used to teach me at 
University in Economics, where the State by pouring in its own money, removes private enterprise.  

However, I read in a Government document this past week – ‘Crowding In’ – where Government 
uses its power to convene and bring in capital investment eg by setting up a fund to invest in 
entrepreneurs which matches funding from the private sector which is not doing it itself. So again, 
could debt be good? Up to a point of course. Knowing where the line is, is of course always the 
problem.  

Another problem with debt – debasement of the currency – but that too does not seem to be 
happening, nor inflation. Goldman Sachs and the data from US shows a flooding of money, but not 
much impact on inflation or private sector complaints either.  
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An amazing month: 
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The Global Stocks Listed in US (1 Month Performance) 
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Some of What I Like 
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Just because Buffett Likes It… 

Doesn’t mean you have – but check out my value growth income rating on these yourself.  
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This article sums up why I want people to be their own fund managers and not just trust ‘experts’ to 

manage their money: 
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Of course the reason private investors get it wrong can be summarised: 

 

The US Election is Not Over & Neither is Brexit 

Big diff between split and Democratic Congress with a Democratic President. We will know next 

week if split or Democratic Congress. 
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For those thinking they will time their investments – don’t. I buy and hold for 12 months and review 

and have the 15-12-25 rule. 15 stocks roughly, for 12 months, and if any drops 25% from the peak of 

when I purchased, then exit. I have kept it simple. You could of course nuance it. But complications 

lead to lack of discipline.  

As for Brexit: 
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What To Do In a Stock Market Collapse 

 

 
 

Imagine you own a stock that month on month extending over several years produces a consistently 
rising share price. In the space of two and a half years you have a 900% return. You see the price 
double in a year, but on one particular day, the stock has dropped 40% compared to the previous 
day. A full year’s worth of gains erased in a few hours. What does an online trader do? 

The culprit under scrutiny is not exactly a fly by night high risk penny share company. 

However, the sharp share price fall could have been in any company, and most people will have 
experienced this difficult situation I was recently faced with. Only now do I feel able to talk about it – 
after much psychotherapy. The cause of the fall, as is often the case with such events, was an 
earnings announcement. 

Choices in a Stock Market Collapse 

An online trader in this situation has three choices. You can buy more stock, do nothing, or sell out. 
The argument for buying more stock could be that it is now ‘cheaper’, that such an unusually large 
drop may have been a market over-reaction and represent a buying opportunity. 

I do not consider buying more to be a good idea after such a traumatic event to the stock price. If I 
have bought the stock based on certain criteria, such as expectations about growth, earnings, 
profits, then I would now be buying this stock right after an announcement telling me that I was 
wrong. 

In any event, a buy decision on any stock should also be based on a comparison to opportunities 
elsewhere. A company having made a negatively interpreted earnings announcement is rarely going 
to be one of the best buy opportunities around. 
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Option 2 

The second option is to do nothing. This may well be attractive if I had bought the stock to buy and 
hold until retirement. You see I feel life is too short to buy and hold until the day before I die, and 
spend the money on my death-bed. 

The danger of doing nothing in this situation is that we are choosing to ignore a very important piece 
of market information. Buy and hold is one thing, buy and hope is quite different. 

Option three is to sell some or all of the holdings. This is a difficult choice for most traders because, 
as Pat Arbor the former Chairman of the Chicago Board of Trade explains in The Mind of a Trader, ‘a 
loss is not just a loss of money but a blow to the ego’. Needless to say I do not suffer from such ego 
problems! 

as Pat Arbor the former Chairman of the Chicago Board of Trade explains in The Mind of a Trader, ‘a 
loss is not just a loss of money but a blow to the ego’. Needless to say I do not suffer from such ego 
problems! 

Managing Your Ego In a Market Collapse 

A loss is also difficult to face because many traders feel that they need to win on every trade. The 
important thing is not the number of winners you have, but how much money you make. They two 
are not always directly linked. I know many traders who win nine trades in a row only to lose on the 
tenth all the previous nine gains. 

But how does one know whether the stock has fallen to the point where it should be sold? There are 
many reasons why one may wish to sell a stock, but there is one over-riding rule that should be used 
in order to limit downside risk. The rule, taken this time from Bill Lipschutz, former Global Head of 
Forex at Salomon Brothers presented in The Mind of a Trader, is to only risk about 2% of your total 
trading capital on any single trade. 

For instance, if you have £20,000 to trade with, and divide that into 20 portions of £1000 in order to 
reduce risk through diversification, then you should not suffer a loss greater than £200 on any single 
£1000 trade. That is because £200 is 2% of your total trading capital of £20,000. With the downside 
protected, you could go through prolonged losing streaks without the fear that you will exhaust your 
capital. Again, a buy and holder may well just hold on. 

Learn to Love Your Small Losses 

Equally important to learning to love your small losses, so you can redeploy the capital into a more 
fruitful trading opportunity, is to learn something from those losses – after all if I have paid the 
market something, I sure want to get some value out of the expense. 

So what did I learn from such falls? Perhaps more analysis? Well, the company where this happens 
more often than not had revenue growth that doubled the previous year, decreasing expenses year 
on year, increasing operating income, reduced debt and interest expenditure thereby increased 
earnings per chare each year resulting in strong share price growth. 

An important lesson I was reminded of was that expectations drive prices, even for very profitable 
companies. If earning miss expectations then even if they and revenue, assets etc. grow, the price 
can drop. But that is trading for beginners, there was a more important lesson. 
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Price jumps because what occurred was unexpected. The unexpected by definition is very difficult 
to, well, expect. It is unforeseeable, and that is why once it occurred the price jumped downwards. 
The ultimate lesson from this was that ‘**it happens’, so deal with it. Follow the 2% rule to limit risk. 
Of course you are free to try sell well before facing a 2% loss, the rule is just an absolute bottom line 
to protect trading capital. 

 
 

JP Morgan Just Said This Stock Is Worth Buying: Wrong - Why You Should Be 
Your Own Investment Manager 

So like most of you I get email alerts from investment banks wealth divisions on stocks. JP Morgan 
just sent me one on a company. I am going to do an experiment. To teach you why they are wrong 
and you should be your own fund manager, managing your own 15-20 investments in your stock 
portfolio. 

This is what JP Morgan (Stephen Tusa) said, “[We] see the stock as being relatively cheap compared 
to close peers within the Fab Tech and Med Tech space with significant upside post COVID-19 that 
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does not appear to be entirely realized in the valuation as of yet compared to the peer FY2 
expectations. CFX has strong brands and franchises… and an underappreciated productivity 
opportunity with primary end market bounce back in Fab Tech and demand spikes in Med Tech.” 

Tusa backs his upbeat comments with an Overweight (i.e. Buy) rating and a $52 price target 
indicating his confidence in a 38% one-year upside. 

Elsewhere on the web, I found easily this information: 

Colfax, a niche manufacturing company. Colfax produces a range of equipment for the welding, 
medical device, and air and gas handling markets, ranging from medical equipment for joint 
reconstruction to welding helmets and cutting torches. While it may sound incongruous, the 
combination works for Colfax, and the company is experiencing a turnaround from corona crisis 
losses in 2Q20. 

The third quarter earnings, at 41 cents per share, showed both good and bad. It was down 32% year 
over year, but has more than quadrupled sequentially and beat the estimates. Revenues were up 29% 
sequentially, coming in at $805 million. Management expects to see continued sequential 
improvements through the remainder of 2020, and predicts full-year earnings in the range of 45 
cents to 50 cents per share. 

But All Is Not Right 

The problem is analysts have to be busy and encourage trades - else how will banks make money? 
You as a private investor don't have to churn and come up with lots of ideas. The problem with JP 
Morgan's pick is this: 

Whilst it does indeed have good valuation and growth and a good story, if I were looking at 
Industrial Engineering which is the sector it is in, I prefer a company with better metrics. Better cash-
flow and return on capital; lower price volatility and better returns and a better balance sheet. 

So here is the experiment. I pick CDW Corp - a provider of education services to Government entities 
like schools, ticks many more boxes. Let's see who wins over 12 months shall we? 

Conclusion 

The point is, this job is not as hard as over paid analysts at global investment banks would have you 
believe and I will prove it. Watch the two stocks perform over the year. 

Bitcoin Rally: Is It Really Different This Time? 

A lot of professional economists now live their lives to bash and criticize cryptocurrencies and their 
place in the modern world. Evidence of this is abound through a cursory look on Twitter, or Linkedin 
or Facebook. It’s more divisive than the Brexit and the American President – or at least feels it. 

I think the reason for them constantly throwing the bubble buzzword out there all the time is 
because they are not looking beyond the surface of what these cryptocurrencies are built on. As well 
as economists, you have governments and banks who are also determined to write off these digital 
assets as snake oil, and frauds. Makes you wonder if something is so worthless why millions of 
nothing gets stolen in online heists each month? 
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They are acting like spoilt brats who have just had their toy taken off them, so if they can play with a 
toy no one else can either, this is the attitude of people right now in high up official positions. 

In case you need reminding why Crypto is different to a Tulip… 

Institutional Money : Bitcoin? 

84 funds were launched in 2017 focused on Crypto[1]. That’s an estimated $2 billion of assets under 
management. 2018 is bound to see in my view a Crypto exchange traded fund. This is a natural 
progression from the CBOE and CME futures on Cryptos. 

Blockchain and Bitcoin Being Different 

“Yes, the blockchain may seem like the very worst of speculative capitalism right now, and yes, it is 
demonically challenging to understand. But the beautiful thing about open protocols is that they can 
be steered in surprising new directions by the people who discover and champion them in their 
infancy. Right now, the only real hope for a revival of the open protocol ethos lies in the blockchain” 
says the New York Times. [2] 

The launch  of cryptocurrencies have unleashed a new wave of technology that can bring about a 
new understanding and new way of doing things. Technology like blockchain has opened up a new 
level of trust between people, by way of decentralised databases. 

CryptoKitties, a blockchain company, hit sales of $12m in their first month.[3] First month. 

There’s no doubt that blockchain technology is absolutely here to stay, and shift focus from 
centralised applications to decentralised applications. If you are unaware of what blockchain is, it is 
an open ledger that allows for information to be distributed but not copied, and it is currently 
creating a new type of Internet. 

You see, information that is held on a blockchain network exists as a shared and continually 
reconciled database.  The shared aspect is the most important and offers the most benefits, when 
compared to a centralised database, because the database isn’t stored in any single location, like a 
data centre for example, but rather it is spread out across an entire network, which makes it 
extremely difficult for any hacker to corrupt. 

This type of storage technique is why blockchain would be great at transforming the financial 
infrastructure in the modern world, because it removes the need for trust between corporations and 
people. Since Bitcoin’s launch in 2009 the use of blockchain has become more widespread, people 
have begun to see the obvious benefits to such a technology and the way it can improve services. 

Initial Coin Offerings 

Cryptocurrencies have brought about a new method of raising capital, that trumps the previous way 
of approaching venture capitalists and angels. Now, you don’t need to approach anyone, the 
investors flock to you, by means of initial coin offerings which have gained momentum in 2017 with 
various platforms launching their own ICOs to raise funds. $3.7 billion was raised via ICOs in 2017.[4] 

Take Filecoin who launched their own ICO and managed to raise $257,000,000[5] in funding in 
exchange for SAFTs or Simple Agreements for Future Tokens. Filecoin was so successful that it 
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attracted the attention of notable venture capital firms such as Sequoia Capital and Union Square 
Ventures.[6] 

Now with the media narrative claiming that cryptocurrencies are all caught up in giant bubbles and 
are likely to pop “any day”, then ask yourself why credible venture capital firms are so eager to get 
in on the action? 

When you consider that ICOs are going to get easier because of platforms like CoinList and Balanc3 
which make due diligence and accounting and reporting easier[7], you can see why ICOs will almost 
certainly grow in 2018. 

Of course there will be regulation – this will spur not hinder growth – the right kind of growth. 

Global Acceptance 

There’s no doubt that cryptocurrencies are here to stay, with so much attention that is being thrown 
in that general direction, it will be a matter of time before there is global acceptance if these digital 
coins. 2018 is expected to see the number of people who own cryptocurrencies triple, with drivers of 
this adoption will be because of the positive connotation of holding digital value. Not only that but it 
is becoming easier for people to gain access to cryptocurrencies as an investment, with platforms 
like Coinbase and Binance taking steps to make the process a lot less cumbersome. 

Soon we will start to see global companies jump on the bandwagon when they realise the only way 
to utilise the technology for their benefit is to hop on board. It goes back to that old adage, “first 
they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they fight you, then you win”. In my eyes, global 
authorities won’t have the power to destabilize the cryptocurrency market, but rather be forced to 
join it and it has already started with cryptocurrency futures being launched on the global stock 
exchanges. There is only one way for cryptocurrencies to go, and that is up and up, there is no 
bubble, just speculators who don’t understand. 

Conclusion: Bitcoin Rally: Is it Really Different This Time? 

The best risk/reward strategy I can think of is to use risk capital, allow three years in which you will 
either double your money or lose 75% of it. If you like those odds great. Once you double, then take 
out your original capital if risk-averse, or place a stop loss if it drops 25% (or a figure to suit your risk 
appetite) from the highest point since you bought it . 
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Help Page 

Some interesting things you might like: 
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Personal 

I’m doing a lot of virtual talks promoting technology entrepreneurship in the UK. 
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